
 

In accordance with Mission and Strategic objectives of Kosovo Customs 2016-2018, 

developing policies of the Ministry of Finances and Kosovo Republic Government, with the 

aim of facilitating trade and creation of the most favourable condition of doing business, 

Kosovo Customs Director General, in consideration to article 6, paragraph8, section g of 

Customs and Excise Code, issues this: 

 

BYLAW 

FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AUTOMATIZED YELLOW LANE 

 

1. All declarations/consignments under import regime directly selected in yellow lane, 

after a standby period of 5 minutes will automatically go into blue lane, where after 5 

other minutes will automatically be send for payment and released.  

 

2. All declarations/consignments under regime import selected for red lane will 

continuously be appointed to two customs officers and one of them will physically 

control the truck whereas the second officer will do the document control/declaration 

admission.  

 

 

3.  To the officer that was appointed the subject for physical control, after the end of 

foreseen procedures in this lane will complete the act of inspection and will do the re-

canalisation of the subject in the questioner.  

 

4. To the officer that was appointed the subject for document control will find subjects 

in questioner and after the end of procedure of control/admission, will canalize the 



subject to green lane and the subject after 5 minutes of standby will receive the 

number of release (L). 

 

 

5. Other procedures after the subject receives release number (L), remain the same.  

 

6. Post Audit Sector after customs clearances is obliged to control declarations that have 

moved to yellow lane, and in cases when any irregularity is ascertained will act within 

five day deadline (five working days) issuing additional payment or undertaking other 

actions commensurate to legal provisions. 

 

 

7.   The validation of declaration by customs agents will be done from 08.00 to 17.45. 

The validation of declarations after this time won’t be allowed.  

 

8. Customs agents are obliged with accuracy to respect A.I no. 06/2015( related with 

determination of transport expenses) by declaring transport expenses commensurate 

to AI provisions in question (attached to this bylaw) and its annex through which are 

defined expenses per kilometre.  

 

 

9. Customs agents are obliged that customs base for clearance of fruits and vegetables to 

declare commensurate to referring list that will receive from Kosovo Customs (KC) 

every early week (every Monday). 

 

10. Customs agents are obliged that customs base for the clearance of construction 

material from argil (blocks, bricks etc.) to declare commensurate to decision of MTI 

No. 4650/27.06.2011 (attached to this bylaw). 

 

 

11. Customs agents are recalled regarding the obligation to respect previous instruction of 

KC no. 01/1302016(attached to this bylaw) related the accurate declaration of good’s 

description. 

 

12. Customs agents are obliged to recall informing subjects for the payment of additional 

obligation that may be communicated by KC within five days period.  

 

 

13. Debt sector is obliged to supervise the process of additional payment performance and 

every early week (every Monday) to “suspend” in system the activities of the subjects 

that has not paid the debts of additional payments.  

 



14.  In cases when is ascertained that section 7,8,9,10,11, and 12 of this bylaw was not 

respected, customs agents respectively their owners will be fined with the fine of 

10,000€ with the possibility to withdraw of license for action as customs agency.  

 

 

15. All directorates, Regional Department Central Directorates are ordered to notify their 

staff and shall attend for this bylaw to be implemented precisely from the moment of 

entry into force.  

 

16.  The bylaw shall enter into force 16.05.2016 

 

Date 05.05.2016   Director General  

 ___________________ 

 


